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Facilities – Ted Armstrong
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Banquet M.C. – Scott Wagner

Donors & Prizes – Vic Cairns and Don Arthurs

Double Haul Editor – Ken O’Brien

Exhibitors – Ken Geddes

Guest Speakers – Ted Armstrong

Guest Tyers and Tying Programming – 

Elliott Deighton

Hospitality – Cliff Rose

IWFFC Club Booth – Paul Collier

Fly Mounting & Framing – Elliott Deighton

Fly Tying / Kids-HAFFT – Bruce Wainman

Printing – Barry O’Rourke

Promotion and Publicity – Joy Shikaze,

Mario Carr

Registration – Pat Kelly

Treasurer – Ray Desilets

Volunteers – Donna Cridland

Web-site – Wayne De Freitas

IWFFC Executive
President*  Jim Wenger, Ken Geddes

Single Haul Editor – Sheldon Seale

Vice-President* – Elliot Deighton

Treasurer* – Raymond Desilets

Beginners Fly Tying – Ken Geddes

Conservation– Pat Kelly, Donna Cridland

Library - Pat Kelly

Membership – Bob Kuehnbaum

New Members & Coaches Program – 

Peter Repath

Meetings Program – Bill Spicer

Publications – Barry O’Rourke

Venue – Robert Cristant

Webmaster – Wayne De Freitas

Club Phone – Dave Potosky, Bruce Rattray

*Elected positions

Each year the Izaak Walton Flyfishing Club

presents a few awards in recognition of the

efforts of certain individuals. With the exception of

the President’s Award (decided exclusively by the

President), the recipients are chosen by input from

Club members, including your Executive Committee.

Congratulations to the following recipients for 2008.

The 2009 winners will be announced at the IWFFC

Banquet on Saturday evening.

President’s Award

In recognition of continued efforts to support the

progress of the club and for encouraging a spirit

of fellowship among its members 

John Fox

Kettle-Knott Award

In recognition of outstanding contributions in

education in fly fishing

Bill Christmas

Jack Sutton Award

In recognition of creativity in the delicate art of

fly tying

Dave Brandt

Gregory Clark Award

In recognition of outstanding contributions to the

arts of fly fishing

Dan Kennaley

Roderick Haig-Brown Award 

In recognition of outstanding achievements in

fish habitat conservation

Bob Thomson & Brian Greck

33rd Forum Committee IWFFC Awards – 2008
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IWFFC had another good year on the conservation

front. Thank you to all of the volunteers who

continue to make this important work possible.

April 19 

Tree Planting and Cleanup on Lower Monora

Creek in Orangeville

This was done in partnership with Credit Valley

Conservation, Trout Unlimited, and the

Orangeville Parks and Recreation Department.

On this pleasant sunny day over one hundred

local people plus club members Brian Greck, Pat

Kelly, Scott Wagner, and Mike Warrian, planted

723 trees and picked up about 20 big bags of

garbage. The town was very supportive of the

project. They sponsored a barbeque after the

heavy work for the hoards of hungry volunteers.

We set up a club booth, helped eleven people tie

their first fly, and gave a few casting lessons. The

project is of interest to us because Monora Creek

is a coldwater stream that contains brook trout

and it forms part of the headwaters of the Credit

River.

The IWFFC put $5,000 into the project of which we

expect to get $1,500 back from an Ontario Ministry

of Natural Resources Community Fisheries/Wildlife

Involvement Project (CFWIP) grant.

August 9 

Dam Bypass of Pond on the West Credit Near

Hillsburg

On a very wet day about ten volunteers helped

build a fishway around a dam on private property

in Hillsburg. Member, Brian Greck, did the

design work. R & B Construction provided the

heavy equipment and operators to excavate the

site and move rock to the area. Credit Valley

Conservation did the organizing and provided

support. The landowner gave us a barbeque. The

club contributed $2,500 to buy rock. We applied

for a CFWIP grant of $2,000. The MNR thought

the project was so important they gave us the full

$2,000. Darn, we should have asked for more!

Fish Ladder Study at Palgrave (ongoing)

Trout Unlimited Canada is studying the

effectiveness of the fish ladder around the

Palgrave Dam on the Humber River. Fish 

collected near the site have been tagged with PIT

tags. All types of fish available have been

tagged - brook trout, brown trout, bass, sunfish,

suckers, etc. The PIT tags are tiny tags placed

under the skin that send out a radio signal when

excited by a radio signal of a particular frequency.

The very weak signal can be picked up by an

antenna no more than thirty centimeters away.

The movement of fish up and down the ladder

can thus be followed. There is evidence that few

fish pass through the fishway. Next, we need to

know if they make it through the headpond and

into the river upstream. Our $3,000 contribution

to the study will go toward the purchase of more

equipment and help answer this question.

Izaak Walton members provided their continued

support to CVC Electrofishing program by

showing up at many of the dates throughout

the season.  This year many dates required

rescheduling due to the heavy rainfall.

On the spawning survey of Black Creek in late

October several big brown trout were seen on

their redds.

The atlantic salmon survey at the end of November

on the Credit River between Inglewood and the

Forks of the Credit revealed several redds.

Investigation of these by the Department of 

Fisheries and Oceans staff found viable salmon

eggs in at least one redd.

The following people helped on the ground at

club sponsored events: Brian Greck, Pat Kelly,

Derek Konieczny, Peter Valier, Scott Wagner,

Mike Warrian, a number of local people, and half

the population of Orangeville. 

That's a lot of thank you's!

2008 Conservation Report
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Outreach

2008 was a busy year.  Club members and a

sprinkling of non-members tied seven hundred

and eleven flies for the public at twenty one

venues and collected $72 in "tips".

The biggest event was the Mississauga Waterfront

Festival, which we attended for the first time in

the festival's fifteen year history. We made a

good impression so I expect to be invited back

next year. We attracted a lot of people at

Streetsville's 150th Anniversary too.

Other notable events included a Cub outing at

Glen Haffey and the Boy Scouts Jamboree at

Belwood Lake. The Conservation Youth Corps

were taken tying, casting, and fishing three

times.  No fish but loads of fun!

The members of the Mississauga Senior's Centre

and Riverwood Conservancy enjoyed tying

woolley worms. We also attended our traditional

events at Lake Aquitane, Heart Lake, Belfountain,

Erin, and Hillsburg.

Here is the list of people who helped put a smile

on all those faces:

Terry Allen, Derek Betty, Mario Carr, Bill

Christmas, Ron Chandler, Michael Corbett,

Donna Cridland, Robert Cristant, Ken Geddes,

Derek Giles, Rachel Giles, Renuka Giles, Pat

Kelly, Derek Konieczny, Bill Mallinson, Bob

Marley, Steve May, Caroline Mulder-Sutton,

Ken O'Brien, Bruce Rattray, Susanne Sills, 

Ed Stanley, and Mike Warrian.

Two new “awareness” tools were developed

this year to help promote the clubs good work:

1) Insects of the Credit River posters, with the 

Izaak Walton Fly Fishing Club logo on it, 

were produced and are being distributed at 

events and by club members for $ 3.00 each.

Every club member should have one in their 

tying room for inspiration!

2) Two signs denoting that the Izaak Walton Fly

Fishing Club is sponsoring the work project 

were created and used this year to help raise 

public awareness.
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Throughout my travels with The New Fly Fisher Television Show I’m

often asked what is my favorite fly? I usually try to narrow this field down

and ask the person do you mean dry fly, nymph, or streamer? This usually

narrows down to what is the most effective fly for catching large fish? My

response is without a doubt a streamer. In general a streamer will out

produce a dry fly, or a nymph for numbers and sizes of fish. One of the reasons

why streamers work is simply, because big fish eat little fish.  Trout for

instance start their lives-eating invertebrates. As they grow their bodies

need more calories, and the only way of obtaining these needed calories is

to switch to eating minnows, leeches, or crayfish, or their own species. Originally streamers were meant

as a minnow imitation, but now they can imitate other forms of foods such as crayfish, leeches, and sculpin.

It’s a well-known fact that streamers account for a good portion of the large bass, trout, Pike, Muskie,

and walleye taken each year. Streamers with names such as zoo cougars, deceivers, Clouser minnows,

and woolly buggers are popular not only in freshwater, but also in salt water.

Set-up

Depth and current speed will dictate what setup I use in swinging streamers. If the water is not too deep

I will use a floating line and a monofilament leader and add some weight to the leader to get the fly

down near the bottom. If the current is heavy and the water deeper, I will use sinking leaders of various

lengths, and density. I usually carry a variety of sinking leaders from 3 feet up to 16 feet. The depth of

the water will dictate what lengths and density of leader you use. A length of monofilament of about 3

feet is added to the sinking leader, and then the fly. In the case of extremely deep rivers such as the

Niagara, a full sinking line will be needed in order to be effective.

Rods

A fairly stiff and fast action rod of 9-10 feet is best when swinging streamers. In order to cast long, and turn

over this heavy set up you need a powerful rod. The extra powers will also be useful in setting the hook.

Technique

The basic technique needed for swinging streamers is simply a cast down and across at about a 45°

angle. An upstream mend is generally applied which allows the fly to sink near the bottom. You then

must follow the fly line with the tip of your rod as it sweeps across the current. Near the end of the

swing you begin to strip in the fly. You start at the top of a pool or run and make your cast and allow the

fly to swing. Repeat a couple of times and then take a couple of steps downstream, and repeat. You do

this until you have completely made your way throughout the run. This technique is generally used

when searching for fish that are feeding. Another technique that is used for extremely aggressive fish

that are trying to protect territory is the jerk method. The jerk method is simply when you cast your line

out you make sure the fly lands with a splash, then you retrieve the to fly in as fast and aggressive of as

you can. This method will generally produce the largest fish, but not the numbers. The theory in this

method is you trigger a territorial response from the large fish. The fish is not eating per se but they are

trying to kill anything that invades their territory. I used this method if in Wyoming a couple of years

Streamers for big Fish
Bill Spicer
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ago when I felt the fish were not feeding. I had read this method was effective when the fish becomes

selective. I was not disappointed and produce some very nice fish.

Where to Cast

Use a streamer to work the same foam lines and current seams that you would target with a dry fly or a

nymph. The fish will be lying on the

slack water side of the seam close to the fast water. Change positions often and try different angles. Each

time you change positions you alter the presentation slightly – its speed, angle, or the profile of the fly.

Remember presentation is everything.

There is a popular misconception that trout live only in moving water. But large fish are often found in

slow, flat sections and eddies, and a streamer is the exact tool you should use to find them. Big Fish

have less fear of predators and will hold and slower water and stake out their territory. If you find a fish

in these conditions, try a streamer with lots of marabou or rabbit fur and cast it to a spot where the slow

current will carry the fly to the fish. Instead of stripping the fly in, try using short twitches with your rod

tip, or shorts pulls on the line. This will imitate an injured baitfish and be an easy meal for the trout.

Cast close to the riverbank and strip the fly in quickly. This makes the streamer look like a fleeing baitfish,

and can sometimes be deadly. Cast near undercut banks and allow the fly to swing underneath. It’s

surprising how far back the undercut will be. These areas generally hold large fish.

Proper Hook Setting

Fish believe that your streamer is a fleeing baitfish and will usually hit hard so it doesn’t get away. 

When this happens you generally feels the line stop in your hands. Don’t simply lift up on the rod as

you would in setting the hook on a dry fly. Use a strip setting motion. Pulling on the line first and then

sweeping the rod to the side setting the hook is what you need to do. Saltwater fishermen have used this

form of hook setting for

years. 

When I get to a stream

I usually start with a

streamer and search for

active fish. I will also

use a streamer when

traveling from point A to

point B. it’s one of the best

methods to use when you

are moving around a 

stream. I have had many

double-digit days when

using a streamer. It is

one of the most effective

methods I know of

taking fish. it
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How does a fly become “the go to fly”?  The fly

that you automatically choose when you open

your fly box. The fly that you’ve caught more

fish on than any other.  Where did that fly come

from and why is it so damn successful?  It’s not

magic, it’s in the design.

Designing a fly can be as simple as picking some

random or favourite materials and tying them on

a hook, or it can involve a bit more thought and

creativity.  There are many things to consider

when designing a fly and it starts with regard

for the waters (and the fish in them) that you are

intending to target.  You first you need to decide

what sort of fly you are going to design.

Conventional fly tying identifies four basic fly

types; streamer, nymphs, wet and dry.  Streamers

are relatively large subsurface flies mimicking

minnows, leaches or crayfish.  Streamers are

typically tied on a large straight shank hook,

but many tiers are now utilizing tubes and

waddington shanks.  Streamers can be weighted

or un-weighted and utilize an unlimited array

of materials.  Nymphs mimic immature insects

in their aquatic phase and are fished weighted

or un-weighted to resemble emergence.  They are

variable in size and shape and can be tied jointed

on one hook or two.  Classic wet flies are typically

un-weighted subsurface flies representing emerging

or crippled bugs.  These flies are typically tied

with a feather wing or collared hackle.  Lastly,

dry flies are surface flies designed to stay on top

of the water film and mimic adult insects hatching,

or returning to the water to lay eggs.  Once you

know what type of fly you are going to design

and where you want it to sit in the water column,

there are a few more things to consider… 

Hooks

The hook is the foundation of your fly and requires

some serious thought.  Wire weight or gage

(diameter of wire) of the hook can literally cause

your fly to sink or swim.  Dry fly hooks are

extremely light gage wire, necessary when

designing a fly to sit on top of the water.  Wet fly

and streamer hooks are made in various gages,

an important consideration when designing your

new fly.  Hook shapes are extremely variable

and provide a great deal of inspiration for design.

Curved and bent shanks can provide some very

interesting body shapes.  Be cautious of subtle

curves, which can get lost in a bulky fly, but can

be beneficial in a sparsely tied fly.  Consider

thinking outside the box like inverting hooks,

or using curved dry fly hooks for wet flies. Other

options include tubes and Waddington shanks,

both provide benefits and limitations in tying

flies.  When choosing the shape, style and weight

of the hook you are using the

most important

consideration is

the animal you are

trying to

imitate and

the habitat

it lives in. 

Weight

Almost everything you add to a hook adds

weight, but sometimes added weight is desired.

Weight can come in the form of lead or tungsten

tubing, lead sheeting, dumbbell eyes, cone heads

or bead heads.  Besides decreasing the buoyancy

of your fly, weight will also change the shape

and movement of the fly you are creating.

Weight will add bulk to the fly in the area it is

applied, or in the case of a bead or dumbbells

add a feature.  The effect of weight on movement

is less obvious and will change based on the

location/distribution of weight on the hook.

Consider placing weight towards the bend of

the hook if you want the head/eye of your

fly to ride higher than the bend/tail like in

the case of a crayfish imitation or an escaping

minnow.

Creative Fly Tying
Sylvia D’Amelio
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Colour and texture

There is an unlimited array of materials available

to fly tiers today.  Whether natural or synthetic

there are many factors to consider when choosing

materials including colour and texture. When

choosing colours consider the natural appearance

of the animal you are mimicking and the water

you are fishing in.  An olive bug looks slightly

different in clear versus tea stained water. Flashes

of bright colours can be useful in many patterns

acting as an attractor.  Materials react to light

differently when wet changing both colour and

texture.  Some materials darken, some lighten,

some increase in depth and some lose their

‘sparkle’.  The same hold true for texture which

can change when wet and the effect of the material

on the overall look of the fly often depends on

how the fly will be fished. Remember that the

material on the fly in the jaws of your vice will

undoubtedly look different once it is moving

through your favourite pool.

Movement

Movement of your fly is critical to your presentation,

so the amount of movement imparted by the

material you use is an important consideration.

Not all materials move when exposed to current.

It is important to consider how much and what

sort of movement you are looking for when

designing a fly some materials.  Rabbit strip and

high grade marabou pulse and move with every

twitch of a line, but will mat down in fast current

losing shape and movement.  Other material such

as buck tail hold their shape and thus the overall

shape of the fly regardless of the current or

movement of the line, but are not as lively in

movement.  Combining materials can produce

different effects, but testing is key as the order

the materials are tied in can have drastic effects

on movement.  

Shape and Structure

When developing a new fly, shape is very important

especially when mimicking a bug, fish or other

potential prey item.  The shape and structure of

the fly will determine the fly’s orientation in the

water and drive its movements in current or when

pulled/twitched with the line.  Bulk and basic

shape is derived using any materials, though some

have more bulk than others.  Bodies on all fly

types can be created using just about any material,

some examples include yarn, dubbing, tinsel or

chenille. The shape of the body can vary from

cylindrical to tapered to lobed, depending on the

desired effect.  Collars and wings made of stiff

materials can deflect water further changing the

orientation of the fly.  Uneven distribution of

materials can also cause a fly to ride sideways

or upside-down, which could be a desired feature

of your fly.  

Features

There are some features on prey items that fish

focus on and use as ways of searching out their

food, or quickly identifying food items as they

move through the current.  The most obvious features

in minnow patterns include eyes and lateral lines.

This is easily accomplished through the use of

dumbbells or stick on eyes and added flash with

tinsel or mylar tied on the side of the fly.  On

bugs it the feature may be barring or a stripe. The

white dorsal stripe on the isoynichia nymph could

be mimicked using any type of white material

such as a stripped quill, long biot, synthetic fiber

or rubber strip.  Trailing shucks on emerging flies

act as an attractor because it represents a time

when the bug is most vulnerable to attack. Tying

a bit of flash, antron, CDC, or any other sparse

material will help achieve that effect.  Features

can be created in many ways using many of the

materials already on your tying bench.  

Whether you are just randomly tying material on

a hook, or you’ve thought through a myriad of

variables like those listed above, there is one last

critical ingredient to consider.  Time.  What makes

a good fly successful is time in the water.  The

more time you spend fishing it, the greater

chance of hooking a fish on it and therefore

increasing your confidence in the fly.  Don’t

let a well designed fly sit in a box.  In short,

you’ve got to believe in it to work!
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Lakes attract fly fishers for a variety of reasons

including the chance to swap blows with trout

typically measured in pounds verses of inches.

Yet, standing at the shore lakes seem barren and

featureless, devoid of any clues to where trout

may be.  For fly fishers used to the visible char-

acter of rivers and streams the vast expanse of

flat water may be too much.  Lake character dif-

fers from moving water and needs to be viewed

from a slightly different perspective.  Stillwater

trout can be located by using the same key

principles river and stream fly fishers

employ; comfort, protection

and food.  

Factors affecting

trout behaviour

and metabo-

lism fall under

the comfort

umbrella.

Stillwater trout

are cold blooded,

prisoners of their

environment.  Water

temperature in particular

is arguably the biggest single

key.  Trout digestion, feeding cycles and

over all activity are all linked to water temperature.

Use a thermometer to isolate and target water

that compliments the preferred temperature

range for the intended quarry.  Trout prefer

55F-65F water.  Keep in mind, water temperature

also as a large influence on invertebrate activity

and hatch cycles.  If food is active chances are

predators such as trout are on the job too.  Other

comfort considerations include barometric

pressure along with its related effect on weather

and lunar phase.

Protection factors provide trout with a sense

of security that encourages active feeding.  In

stillwaters structure has a decided role.  Trout

like other fish frequent areas of transition.  The

edges of drop offs, points, shoals, sunken islands

and weed beds are prime areas and should be

probed thoroughly.  The deep water sanctuary

adjacent to many of these areas provides trout

with a quick, simple escape route.  A quality

sounder is an invaluable stillwater tool providing

fly fishers with a glimpse of the underwater

world below.  Algae, cloud cover and surface

texture also provides trout protection as they

break up and diffuse light helping mask the

trout’s presence.  Flat calm bright

days are one of the toughest

of barriers facing the

stillwater fly fisher.

Under these taxing

conditions trout

are wary, skittish

and tough to

fool.  

As one of the

apex predators in

any lake trout never

stray far from food.

For the stillwater angler

this means focusing upon shallow

shoal areas 20 feet or less.  Sunlight

penetration is at its greatest in shallow water,

stimulating weed growth and providing prime

invertebrate habitat.  Fly fishers should have a

good understanding of the diverse variety of

trout prey.  A degree in aquatic entomology is

not required but successful fly fishers should

be able to identify key food sources and are

aware of their behaviour so correct pattern

and presentation choices can be made.  

On and around the water a fly fisher’s observation

skills pulls all of the key factors together, making

sense of it all.  Prior to getting on the water invest

the time and study the local surroundings.  Make

note of insect or invertebrate activity.  Check

How to Find Trout in Stillwaters
Phil Rowley
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spider webs for signs of a recent hatch.  Turn

over rocks and logs to get a measure of the local

invertebrate population.  Pay attention to color,

behaviour and which prey item is most prevalent.

Look for signs of recent hatch activity by checking

for cast shucks, both along the shoreline and on

the water’s surface.  Make note of bird activity

as well.  Concentrations of birds such as swallows

and terns often identify areas of local hatch activity

on a lake.  Look at the surrounding shoreline for

clues as to what the surrounding bottom contour

may be.  Shallow gradients are typically adjacent

to shoals. Steep sided shorelines often slope into

the depths.

Fly fishers who consistently interpret and translate

comfort, protection and food factors will see a

marked improvement in their stillwater forays.

Used in conjunction with the fly fisher’s powers

of observation the mystery of lakes can be unlocked

on a consistent basis.  So much so that lakes may

become a fly fisher’s preferred choice over rivers

and streams!
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Smallmouth. They’re one of my all-time favourite game fish to catch on a fly rod. If you are trying to

catch more of them and especially bigger ones (17+) you need to adjust your equipment and tactics. 

Equipment. I’m not talking about rods or reels, but about

the flylines you use. To effectively angle for smallies you

need to be able to fish all parts of the water column,

whether on a river or lake. To present your flies properly

you need a variety of  flylines. Right off the top, I

strongly recommend a Bass Taper weight forward flyline

for all your topwater fishing. These lines feature a short

but thick head which helps you turnover big bulky flies

like mouse patterns or poppers. These same lines can also

be effective employed with a strike indicator when using

bottom bouncing flies like weighted crayfish patterns.

The second line you need in your arsenal are Ghost Tips.

The famous Ontario angler Ian James put me on to these

lines several years ago and I always ensure I have one

when bass fishing. Essentially a Ghost Tip is the marriage

of a floating line with a intermediate head. The head can

be from 10-15 feet. Cortland makes a great Ghost Tip

system in a 6 or 7 weight which is ideal. The intermediate

head is great because it helps you fish the one-five depths effectively with their slow sink rates (usu-

ally 1.5 to 2.5 inches per second). The floating line helps you follow your underwater presentation

and should you have a strike or pickup, it will visually transmit this to you. Fantastic line for use in

rivers and in shallow areas around lakes. Full Intermediate line. This flyline is critical on lakes

where you want to slowly present your fly in depths from three-twelve feet. I use the countdown

method (counting out one thousand, two thousand, etc…to assess how deep your line has sunk –

you usually have to experiment a bit to find out what works)to get my fly down to suspending bass

around submerged structure like logs, rock piles and humps. Using this line coupled with deadly

patterns like the simple wooly bugger have helped me catch a lot of nice bass. Full Sinking line.

Usually I have one full sinking line, such as a type IV or V (4” to 5” per second) to help me get the

fly down deep quickly.  On a lake this can be critical when trying to bounce crayfish or sculpin pat-

terns near the bottom. On a river you use this with a short leader 4 to 5 feet to cast our streamer pat-

terns to trigger big aggressive bass. 

Tactics. There are a lot of different tactics to help catch big bass which I have learned over the years

from numerous mentors and through trial and error. Surface fishing with poppers. This is probably

the most exciting and explosive type of fishing for smallies. Smallmouth are always on the prowl

for hapless prey that fall into the water. This can be a mouse, toad or even a big moth. If they see

something that plops into the water within a foot of shore( rivers), they will savagely attack when

you twitch your offering. Of course in late July when first-of-year leopard frogs are in abundance,

you can count on big bass hugging the shoreline looking for easy meals, such as these naïve frogs.

Advanced Smallmouth Tactics
Colin McKeown
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On lakes this of course works well around docks and other visible structure. I have had great success

just at dusk with surface flies. Patterns such as

Taps Bug, poppers with concave faces and any mouse pattern all work well. Crayfish. Again

first-of-year juveniles (1-1 ½ ” in length) are a huge part of any smallmouths diet because they are

easy to catch and in abundance. Shallow water. I like using wooly buggers, small strip leeches and

muddler minnows to catch bass on Ghost Tip lines. The key is to slow your retrieve down. I have to

constantly remind myself to let the fly get down near the bottom by using twisting hand retrieves on

the line. Usually the only way you know

you have a hit is that you will feel

weight at the end of your line or else you

will see your line moving to the left or

right. On lakes, whether in a boat or

float tube, I try to use my sonar to locate

fish around structure. Underwater points,

rock piles, saddles between islands,

shoals, etc…will all hold bass if there is

food and security available. Use your

sonar to help locate the fish and ascer-

tain what their depth is. Then use either

your intermediate or full-sink line to

help you properly present your fly to the

bass. Again, remember to slow down

your presentation. Use patterns such as

sculpins, damsel flies, dragon flies and of course leechs. On many a hot day I have saved the day by

using full-sinking lines to get to bass down at 12 feet suspended on drop-offs using purple or black

wooly buggers fished very slowly. Remember to shorten your leaders when fishing deep. The bass

are not as tippet sensitive and you can have better control of the presentation with 4 to 6 foot

leaders. 

I love smallmouth because they are readily available throughout Ontario and they’re a lot of fun to

catch. For the hardcore trout fishers, I strongly recommend you give them a try sometime. I think

you will be pleasantly surprised if you do!
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G. Loomis Canada Inc., Mount Hope, Ontario.

A G. Loomis Frontier fly rod,  7' 6", 2 piece, 4 weight

complete with travel tube.

Mr. Peter Hurst, Newmarket, Ontario.

Two books titled, "Fly Fishing Canada" by Robert Jones,

# 36 of 100, slip case copy of the First Edition, signed

and numbered by the editors and authors, and "Bright

Waters, Bright Fish" by Roderick Haig-Brown.

The Franklin Club, Mount Albert, Ontario.

One day of fly fishing for two people at the Franklin Club,

including access to the clubhouse and use of boats and the

fish cleaning area.

Bob McKenzie Agencies, Oshawa, Ontario.

A Sage Fli 4 piece fly rod outfit, choice of 4-9 weight with

an 1800 series Sage reel complete with line, backing, and

travel tube.

Fly-Rite, Inc., Frankenmuth, Michigan.

A selection of 45 different colours of extra-fine0

poly-dubbing from Fly-Rite in a display book.

Murray's Fly Shop, Edinburg, Virginia.

A hard cover book by Harry W. Murray titled,

'His Blessings Through Angling’.

Hamilton Conservation Authority, Ancaster, Ontario.

An annual members pass to the Hamilton Conservation

Authority lands and a compact emergency travelers kit

with binoculars, knife, compass, emergency poncho

and flashlight.

Down to Earth, Dundas, Ontario.

A framed original oil painting on canvas and the

authoritative book on local birds by Robert Curry titled, 

'Birds of Hamilton and Surrounding Areas'.

Grey Fox Fly Tying Products, Newmarket, Ontario.

A custom-made fly tying table made of curly maple with

walnut trim, a fly tying tool holder and fly block, and a

framed print of a fly fisherman in a stream by Hadgwick.

Trillium Studio, Arthur, Ontario.

A print of Bill Phillips, by Al Hassall framed with a

'Usual' tied by Fran Betters. This is the first print of a

limited edition of 40 prints. Framing and fly donated 

by Elliott Deighton.

Artista Custom Frame Shoppe, Woodbridge, Ontario.

A framed limited edition print of two salmon flies by

Renato Muccillo and two matching framed trout prints.

David and Shirley Prothero, Toronto, Ontario.

A beautiful Quilt hand-made by Shirley Prothero featuring

20 images of fishing flies.

Wilson's Toronto's Fly Fishing Centre,

Toronto, Ontario.

A collection of freshwater flies, 3 hours of on-stream fly

fishing instruction for two people by WILSON'S qualified

instructors, and a $100 gift certificate to shop on

WILSON'S new e-commerce website.

Upper Credit Trout Club, Mississauga, Ontario.

One day of fly fishing for two people at the Upper Credit

Trout Club.

Superfly International Inc., Edmonton, Alberta.

An exclusive Simply Superfly Gift Basket containing two

top-quality fly lines, a selection of leaders and tippet

material (6), and streamside tools and accessories.

Mr. Bill Spicer and the New Fly Fisher,

Stoney Creek, Ontario.

A 2-hour casting lesson for two people with Bill Spicer and

a Sage 3100 series large arbor fly reel, 2-3 weight with 2

spools.

Fit To Be Tied, Custom Fly Fishing and Tying,

Mississauga, 

A day of fishing for smallmouth bass in the Kawartha

area for two people with Sheldon Seale, including

transportation and lunch.

Ms. Sharon Cook, Toronto, Ontario.

Two matted original ink on paper drawings of aquatic

insects, a dragon fly nymph and a stonefly nymph, by

Sharon Cook.

Mr. Ken Geddes, Toronto, Ontario.

One day fly fishing instruction for two people with Ken

Geddes at Primrose Trout Farm.

Dundee Private Investors Inc., Burlington, Ontario.

An executive poker set and case, a travel thermos, a

wine kit, a shirt and fleece, a wine epivac and several

organizing cases.

Donors to the 2008

Canadian Fly Fishing Forum

The Izaak Walton Flyfishing Club gratefully acknowledges the generosity of the companies

and individuals who made a donation to the 2008 Canadian Fly Fishing Forum

in support of conservation:
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With a Fly Tackle Shop, Mississauga, Ontario.

A Greys GRXi, 5-6 wt., large arbor fly reel with 3 spare

cassettes and travel spool pouch with tippet pockets.

Mike Scanlan - March Brown Canada,

Whitby, Ontario.

A March Brown, 7 piece,  'Hidden Water' travel fly rod

(choice of weight and length), complete with a fabric

covered travel tube.

Holiday Inn Burlington Hotel & Conference Centre,

Burlington, Ontario.

Overnight accommodation for two at the Holiday Inn

Burlington Hotel & Conference Centre including breakfast

or brunch.

Caledon Country Club, Inglewood, Ontario.

A gift certificate for one day of golf for four people at

the Caledon Country Club, valid anytime until

October 31, 2008.

Osprey Valley Resorts, Alton, Ontario.

A gift certificate for one day of golf for four with cart at

your choice of Osprey Valley Resort's 3 golf courses,

Heathlands, Links, Toot and Hoot.

Showcase of International Fly Tyers, U.S and Canada.

Two large framed displays of custom flies tied by the

International Showcase of Fly Tyers for Forum 2008.

Mike and Kerry Scanlan - Fishing The Flats,

Whitby, Ontario.

A March Brown, 7 piece,  'Hidden Water' travel fly rod

(choice of weight and length), complete with a fabric

covered travel tube.

Trout Unlimited Canada, Burlington, Ontario.

An ORVIS Trident 3 fly rod,  7' 9", 4 piece 2 weight,

mid-flex 6.0 with an ORVIS Battenkill ¾ disc drag fly

reel, and a Lee Stroncek framed, limited edition print

titled ‘Run for Cover Brown Trout'.

The First Cast Fly Fishing Shop, Guelph, Ontario.

A St. Croix Avid fly rod, 9', 2 piece, 6 weight with travel

tube, a Joan Wulff  Signature Triangle Taper fly line and

backing, and a selection of 24 tapered leaders by Frog Hair.

Grand River Troutfitters Ltd., Fergus, Ontario.

A $300 gift certificate for Grand River Troutfitters.

Credit Valley Conservation Authority,

Meadowvale, Ontario.

An annual pass to the Credit Valley Conservation

Authority properties. The pass admits one vehicle

and occupants during 2008.

Bass Pro Shops Outdoor World, Vaughan, Ontario.

A White River Fly Shop Deluxe Chest Pack and cap.

Mr. Elliott Deighton, Mississauga, Ontario.

A framed display of the 2008 Izaak Walton Club fly swap.

Sixteen flies by IWFFC club members featuring the tyer's

favourite steelhead and salmon flies.

Floral Solutions, Toronto, Ontario.

A Fly Tying Gift Basket with floral arrangement.

Grindstone Angling, Waterdown, Ontario.

A day of fly casting for four people with Grindstone

Angling.

Cedar Landing Nets, Ancaster, Ontario.

A custom made, curly maple and black walnut landing net,

a walnut presentation fly box, and a walnut rotating fly

tyers tool holder.

Integra Canada, Ancaster, Ontario.

Two Integra fly tying vises: a Corona C-clamp vise with

standard, tapered and heavy jaws and an Integra Royal lll

Mark II rotating vise.

The Canadian Fly Fisher Magazine, Belleville, Ontario.

Two fishing trips for two people each on the Bay of Quinte

for longnose gar with Chris Marshall and Nick Pujic.

Conservation Halton, RR#2, Milton, Ontario.

Conservation Halton's guide to Halton County titled,

'Halton: Rising, Wild and Beckoning' and 'Halton Hikes',

a guide to 50 great hiking trails in Halton.

Mr. Richard VanderMeer, Orillia, Ontario.

A framed rainbow trout drawing and flies by Richard

VanderMeer.

Mr. Ed Smith, Kamloops, British Columbia.

A box of 50 flies tied by Ed Smith from the Showcase of

International Fly Tyers.

Mr. Greg Heffner, Bath, New York.

Three salmon flies tied by Greg Heffner with their

corresponding day of issue postage stamps in a framed

display case.

Mr. Chris Day, Mississauga, Ontario.

A box of 12 fishing flies custom tied by Chris Day of the

Showcase of International Fly Tyers.
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Dave Brandt, based in Oneanta NY, has been

flyfishing for over 35 years, teaching fly tying

and flyfishing for over 25 years, the last 19 as

an instructor with the Wolff School of Fly

Fishing.

Randy Buchanan has fly fishing for over 40

years. He specializes in stonefly nymphs. He

lives in Pennsylvania 

Chris Day is originally from Clarenville, NL.

but moved to Ontario in 1996 to attend College.

He has been tying flies for almost 20 years and

flyfishing for 21 years. He enjoys tying Hairwing

Salmon flies and specializes in using moose hair

and tying in the traditional Newfoundland style

of short and sparse wings. A spell of tying

Atlantic Salmon Flies commercially has given

his flies a unique sense of proportion and

elegance. Believing that less is definitely more,

Chris also ties simple trout flies with 3 materials

or less. He lists Lee Wulff and Rob Solo as his

biggest influences in terms of tying Salmon flies.

Elliott Deighton, from Mississauga ON, has

over 30 years of experience, is an award-winning

fly tyer and instructor whose passion lies in

spinning deer hair bass bugs, using synthetics

and creating saltwater flies. He is also an

FFF-certified fly casting instructor, as well as

an outdoor writer. In addition to IWFFC

publications, his work has appeared in Ontario

Out of Doors and The Canadian Fly Fisher.

Elliott is also a uniquely talented picture and

shadow box framer of collectable flies and

related art.

Greg Heffner is an avid fly tyer and fly fisher

from Bath, New York.  He is president of the

Conhocton Valley Chapter of Trout Unlimited,

and a member of the Catskill Fly Tyers Guild,

Federation of Fly Fishers, Theodore Gordon Fly

Fishers, Izaak Walton Flyfishing Club of Canada,

and the Atlantic Salmon Federation. He is a

demonstration fly tyer at numerous flyfishing

shows, and has had articles about his flies and fly

tying in the Mid-Atlantic Fly Fishing Guide, the

United Fly Tyers Roundtable, Fly Fishing New

England, and the Federation of Fly Fisher’s

Patterns of the Masters, Vol. 6, and has published

a book, Some Old, Some New, Some Borrowed:

A Fly Tyer’s Notebook of Favorite Patterns to 

Tie and Fish. His special fly tying interest is in

traditional flies and techniques, including classic

salmon flies, Catskill patterns, and New

England streamers.  He hosts a website

www.conhoctonriverflyshop.com offering

flies and fly tying materials and information

about fishing the Conhocton River, and is a

licensed New York fishing guide.  When not

fishing or tying, Greg is Planning Director for

Steuben County, New York.

Ian Colin James is a full-time guide and

certified instructor on the Grand River and

elsewhere through southwestern Ontario. He

has also been a part of the Canadian Fly Fishing

Team. At once informative, enlightening and

entertaining, Ian has a straight-to-the-point and

witty approach to instructing. He is the author of

the national best-seller Fumbling with a Flyrod

Ed Smith is the owner of Unique Fly Fishing

Products and comes to us all the way from

Kamloops B.C. Ed displays and ties fly patterns

using a product called Liquid Lace which he

International Showcase of Fly Tyers
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distributes through his company. Liquid Lace

is a hollow stretchy plastic like tubing that comes

in three thicknesses and various colours. It is

injected with oil before tying to give the fly a

life like transparency and translucency.  Ed

demonstrates many patterns on his video tape

from blood worms to stoneflies and we look 

forward to having him again this year.

Dave Verkuyl has been learning how to tie life

like fly patterns for almost 20 years. Growing 

up beside Wilmot Creek East of Toronto, he

spent many hours studying the different insects

that live in the different parts of the creek. Based

on his on stream observations, Dave continues to

come up with several innovative patterns that

continually work well for him. He currently lives

in Port Hope at the mouth of the Ganaraska River

where he has plenty of opportunity to try out his

amazing life like fly patterns.

Dave and Jan Shenk, are

from Pennsylvania.

Dave has fly fished

and tied flies for over

30 years.  His fly

patterns have been

featured in nu-

merous publica-

tions.  Dave

and his

wife Jan,

also a

fly

tyer, have designed a “fly tank” which is a fly

viewer that allows observation of flies as fish

would see them.

Steven Wascher is a third generation family fly

tyer who has been tying for over 41 years.  He is

a New York State Licensed fishing guide who

specializes in trout and warm water species to

include smallmouth and muskies! Steve's tying

domain is rather extensive in that he enjoys

tying patterns from midges to monster muskie

flies as well as tube flies.  In addition to tying

standard patterns and creating new ones, Steve

is challenged by spinning deer hair as well. 

Steve has also taught fly tying courses for over

14 years to both adults and youths.  Also, Steve

has taught flyfishing at the college level. When

not spending time with his family, gardening,

or creating a new pattern or reinventing an old

standby Steve can be reached at

stevenwascher@gmail.com

Jim Wenger, from Toronto, ties flies for

anything with fins that swims in cold, warm or

saltwater.  A published artist, Jim has used his

talents to capture realism and detail in many

of his flies.  He has instructed and demonstrated

tying flies at flyfishing clubs and shows in the

Toronto area and across Southern Ontario.

Jim, is also an FFF-certified casting instructor,

has done tying demos and slide programs in the

USA for FFF’s International

and Northeast Council conclaves.
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About 18 years ago when I put on my first

Tricks for Trout workshop in the US, I was

surprised at how many fly fishermen failed to

take a few, small, basic steps that will give them

an edge when they are on the river. Far too

many fly fishermen believe that the essence of

catching a fish is found in the proper fly choice,

and while that is a part of it, it’s a rather small

part. Quite often anglers fail to catch a fish

because the fish know that something is up and

it puts them “off the feed,” or it scares them off

to the next county.

Most anglers believe that big fish are smart. 

We have all heard the tales of the wily,

well-educated, leader-shy old brown trout living

under the log that has refused everything in

every anglers fly box. Well, I am not so sure

about that. It’s my belief that the bigger fish are

cowards, or as Governor Schwarzenegger would

call them, “Girlie-man fish.” Yes, they shy away

from any sort of angling pressure, but it’s not

because they are smart, no, it’s because they are

woosies. In order to catch those fish, all you have

to do is to convince them that you’re not there.

Big Woosie Syndrome (BWS) in fish is a

learned or conditioned response and from a

survival point of view it’s a darn good thing. I

believe that it all starts in their childhood, when

they are but a wee parr just out of the gravel, but

still attached to their yoke sac. As they jostle

with their brothers and sisters for the best

location in some back eddy, suddenly a shadow

falls across the group, there is a splash and a

few of the family are no more. It happens again,

and again and again, and as the kingfisher is

starting to get a full tummy, the remaining parr

start thinking, “Hold on a minute. Something’s

up here. Every time there is a shadow, one of

my mates goes

missing.” 

Next time there

is a shadow cast

across the school,

the woosie fish

all scoot for

cover, while the

aggressive fish pay

it no heed as they

dook it out for the

best holding spot

in the eddy.

Now let’s 

fast-forward a few

years. Suffering

from a full dose of

BWS, we now have

a large, paranoid

and somewhat

socially un-adjusted

fish, thinking that

the whole world is

Tricks for Trout and Other Species
Ian Colin James
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out to get him, nervously living a life of solitude

under a big log. This fish won’t even use a debit

card because he thinks that’s how the government

is going to track him, so he sits there and eventually

becomes scared of his own shadow. Along comes

Joe the Angler from Ohio, (brother of Joe the

Plumber), who is vacationing on the Grand River.

Being a rather large man with a large profile and

therefore casting a rather large shadow, Joe the

Angler wanders into the middle of the river and

starts fishing. He fails to notice that he is sticking

out like a sore thumb and not only can the fish

see his shadow, they can also see his flamingo

pink flats-shirt that he picked up on his last trip to

Cuba along with some cigars. He is also sporting

a bright orange baseball cap he borrowed from

his buddy because someone told him that it’s

legal to shoot polar bears all year long in southern

Ontario and he wants to make it home in one

piece. He was also told that polar bears never

wear baseball caps because they don’t have the

ears for it, plus it makes their asses look fat.

Twitching nervously, the big fish comes out to

grab a bug, but as he does he looks up, sees Joe,

and scoots back under the log. He doesn’t know

its Joe the Angler, no, he thinks the government

has finally tracked him down and he’s not too

thrilled about that. To avoid detection he swims

as far back as he can under the log to avoid

having to deal with a civil servant, or perhaps

having to take part in some government survey. 

“Can I count on your vote?”

“Not a chance mate, you just messed up my

dinner time.”

Meanwhile Joe the Angler spots the big flash as

the fish scoots back under the log and shouts out

to anyone who happens to be within earshot,

“Did you see the size of that?” What he should

have said was, “Did you see the size of that? It’s

the biggest fish I’ll never catch because I just

spooked everything out of this pool and the next

two pools down river.” 

Shadows, your profile and sound are your

biggest enemies when you are out on the river.

Your shadow, or even the shadow from your

fly line will spook fish, especially those fish

suffering from BWS. If you cut down, or cut out

completely your false casting, in the end you

will catch more fish. Pretty simple. Sometimes 

all you have to do is kneel down in the river to

lower your profile (you might want to check that

it’s not too deep before you do) and you will be

surprised at how many more fish you will catch.

Or, you will be surprised at how cold the water

is and how difficult it is to swim wearing waders.

The biggest trick you will ever learn in fly

fishing is not letting the fish know you are there.

Keeping a high tree line or some tall grass or

bulrushes behind you is an easy way for you to

blend in with the background. Remember that

the fish is looking “up” so by not having a space

around you, it prevents the fish from thinking,

“Hold on. Wait a minute.” All day long the fish

is looking up thinking, “Tree. Sky. Tree. Sky.

Tree. Sky.” When you are easily seen the fish

looks up and thinks, “Tree. Sky. Tree. Sky. Tree.

SHAPE! Whoa now, that ain’t right. It’s the

government.” 

And remember, “Friends don’t let friends

falsecast.”

Rover and out

Ian

© 2009 ian colin james. Used with permission.
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It was in my late teenage years when I cast my

first fly  to one of the most extraordinary

prehistoric–like creatures inhabiting my

homewaters.  I had caught gars, yes, gars—also

known as gar pike—on regular cast/spin gear,

but I’d never really had much luck hooking into

them or landing them. Then, on a late May

afternoon, in the mighty Moira river of downtown

Belleville, I cast a size 2 smelt-like bucktail

streamer past a razor sharp snout. Hundreds of

gars were swimming upstream to spawn. I said

to myself, they must have to hit something that

is forage base, like a baitfish pattern. I threw on

my waders and vest, grabbed my fly gear and

headed into the river. I tied on a size 2 bucktail

streamer pattern that I used for Northern pike. It

was nothing fancy at the time, but I thought, hey,

what the heck. I cast across the current and mended

the line on a sweep. Fish started to follow the

fly, but no takes. Again. Another cast, and this

time on the sweep a gar lunged for the fly. Fish

on! For a brief second—as it came leaping out

of the water and was gone just as fast. Another

cast, a follow, a chase, a strike, and then, after

two leaps and a quick run, I had landed my first

gar on the fly. After about six to seven landed

fish, averaging two to five pounds, and one

around eight (and a lot of  other  ones that leapt

to freedom), my mind was made up. I was into

a species I wanted to target more closely.   

The bay of Quinte and the surrounding area is

full of gars. From late May and early June to

August, you can catch gars. Habitat is simple:

look for large areas of weeds close to shore

where shallow water is adjacent. Gars love warm

water. They have been located in water 1 to 2

feet deep or as shallow as 5 inches. And don’t

let shallow rocks or large lime stone flats that

are in an open area dissuade you. Places like

this sometimes hold the greatest number of fish.

Shallow rocky flats provide warmth quicker

from the sun. Gars thrive in these locations.

Another way of finding gars is by sight. Watching,

and sometimes, if it’s quiet enough, listening for

the sound of their rise, is very effective.  Gars

rise not for food but for oxygen. They can

withstand low oxygen levels in warm water and

can breath through their bladder to compensate

for regular breathing through their gills.

Equipment is simple. If you have gear that is all

set up for bass, you’re all ready there. A 7 weight

to 8 weight is perfect for most situations, but a 9

weight can help you out when you’re up against

the wind, big flies and of course big fish. Weight

forward floating lines are all you need since you

will be casting in shallow water and maybe using

top water flies. If you decide to fish deeper, an

intermediate line will provide a good presentation.

The leader has to be strong and abrasive. I like a

straight piece of 30 pound braided line (power

pro) or a Fluorocarbon line around 25 to 30

pound test. Both cast nice, and both lines hold

up to nasty gar teeth. Large flies are a must.

Gars forage on all kinds of baitfish—all sizes

and styles. Try a streamer with a number 2 to a

large 3/0 long shank hook. But, the key to

hook-ups and landed fish is tying on a stinger

hook behind the shank of the hook. I use a piece

of braided line to make a loop about 2 inches

long, and tie or loop through a size 4 or 6 treble

hook. For colours white and red work really

well for me; purple and sometimes straight

black are great too. Be creative!  Gars will strike

at almost anything flashy you throw at them.

Patterns are again simple: bucktail, marabou,

synthetic hair and rabbit strip flies are all good

materials to work with and easy to tie for any

streamer pattern out there.

So give these toothy creatures of the shallows

a try this summer. Gars on the fly might just

give you a whole new appreciation for the

prehistoric age. 

Cast away!

Glen Hales

Gars on the Fly
Glen Hales
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Polish or Czech nymphing is a technique which

was popularized in competition fly fishing where

strike indicators and split shot are not allowed.

There are different versions of the origin of this

technique but it would seem to have first hit the

world scene when Vladi Trzebunia of Poland

went with the Polish fly fishing team as an

alternate to the World Fly Fishing Championship

in Finland in 1989.  As luck would have it he

was asked to fish.  As the competition progressed

Vladi was catching so many more fish than

everyone else that he caught the attention of

other teams who sent observers to sort out how

Vladi, who it seemed to them could hardly cast,

was so successful.  Vladi went on to win the

individual gold medal and lead his team to

gold as well.  The Czech fly fishing team who

observed his success subsequently refined and

perfected the technique and the rest is history.

It is probably the most successful technique

used in competition fly fishing and has led the

Czechs to many team medals since its origin.

Polish or Czech nymphing has recently caught

the attention of recreational fly fishers who have

traditionally used split shot or weighted flies to

get to the level of the fish with or without a

floating strike indicator.  The goal of traditional

nymphing has been to produce a dead drift 

presentation in the strike zone  sometimes with

a “lift” at the end of the drift.  Polish or Czech

nymphing in contrast uses weighted, often heavily

weighted streamlined flies to get down to the

fish and the essence of the technique is to keep

“in touch” with the flies by leading them through

the water at a speed equal to or slightly faster

than the speed of the current using surface foam

as a guide  with virtually no slack in the line or

leader beyond the rod tip.  Too slow and you are

out of contact with the flies – too fast and the

flies are pulled out of the strike zone.  In Polish

or Czech nymphing floating indicators are not

used but often a piece of fluorescent line is in-

corporated into the leader to provide a visual focus

in addition to the tactile focus in strike detection.

Polish or Czech Nymphing?
Tom Irvine
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Polish or Czech nymphs are tied with a

hydrodynamic design that causes them to sink

faster than a stone to get to the level of the fish

quickly.  There are no fluffy, dangly or

protruberant parts with the exception of a few

hairs of dubbing gingerly picked out at the thorax

to simulate legs.   They are tied on curved, offset

scud style hooks, whose shape provides less

resistance to sinking than straight shanked hooks

with the offset point thought to provide better

hooking ability.  The hook is weighted with or

without a bead head, usually tungsten, and an

underbody of flat lead “tape”, lead wire or even

moulded lead.   The almost universally used shell

back material is a defining feature of  the Czech

nymph and covers the entire curved back of these

specialized nymphs, presenting a slick, smooth,

curved surface providing little resistance in the

water column.  The wire used in these patterns

not only creates a segmented appearance but

keeps the edges of the shell back tight to the

nymph to avoid free edges catching in the

current like a kite as well as keeping the dubbed

abdomen compact, all of which speeds the

descent of the nymph.

Polish or Czech Nymphing is for the most part

a short line technique with the fly line held off

the water, and the angler close to the fish.  It is

therefore best suited to deep, murky, or fast water

with a surface disturbance that makes it difficult

for the fish to see the angler.  In quieter water

stealth is paramount with  a low profile and/or

fishing from shore behind bushes or boulders

necessary to avoid spooking fish.  Longer rods

allowing a little more distance from the fish are

preferred with 10 footers becoming the norm.

Floating lines in weights to suit the situation

are used with very little of the line out through

the rod tip while fishing.  Many prefer double

tapered lines as the finer tip helps reduce sagging

of the line and leader.   Leaders are generally

relatively short, usually about 2/3 the length of

the rod, but angler preference and conditions can

favour shorter or longer leaders.  Eight to ten

inch droppers are tied about 50 cm. apart with a

double or triple surgeon’s knot.  Two flies are

the norm but one or three can be used, the

heaviest often preferred on the point in very

fast water or on the top dropper in slower water,

again with angler preference playing a big part.

Casting in fly fishing normally uses the weight

of the line to cast the fly but in Polish or Czech

nymphing the weight of the flies is doing the

work and the cast usually consists of a lob in

quieter water or a tuck cast in faster or deeper

water to drive the flies into the water getting

them down faster.   No fancy 60 foot casts or

false casting is necessary.  Drifts are short and

quick with arm and rod tip at shoulder height

extended across the current.  With a lob or tuck

cast flies are placed upstream of the rod tip and

with a very slight delay to allow the flies to

reach the strike zone the rod tip leads the nymphs

directly downstream at or slightly faster than the

speed of the surface bubbles to stay in direct

contact with the flies with the leader taut – too

slow and the slack in the leader puts you out of
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contact – too fast and the

flies are pulled up out of

the strike zone.   If you

are drifting the flies at

the correct speed the

flies will be felt (or

seen) ticking the bottom

and will occasionally

hang up.  Strike

detection is by both

sight and feel.  Some

anglers focus on the

line leader junction

whereas others prefer

a focal point created

by a short piece of

fluorescent mono

incorporated into the

leader butt a short

distance from the fly

line.  A quick flick

of the wrist sets the 

hook at the slightest

indication of a strike.  

In pure Polish nymphing

the flies are usually not

allowed to swing up to

the surface at the end of

the drift.  Just as the flies

pass down stream of the

angler, before they start

to swing up, a sharp

down and up flick of the

wrist

creates an enticing

movement of the fly

to trigger a reflex

from an undecided

fish or set the hook

on one you didn’t see

or feel.  The flies

are then lifted and

a quick lob or tuck

cast puts them back

into action.  In Czech
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style nymphing the flies are often allowed to

swing up from the bottom below the angler at

the end of the drift reminiscent of the proverbial

“Leisenring lift”.  Most often with a flick of the

wrist the flies are lifted and cast again.  As with

all techniques each angler develops their own

variations.

The great success of this technique is for several

reasons.

1. The flies are in the strike zone most of the 

time rather than in the air or somewhere else

in the water column.

2. By leading the flies the angler keeps in

contact with the flies in a tactile sense and 

with a visual focal point on a taut leader the 

slightest touch of a fish can be detected and 

the hook set immediately with a quick flick 

of the wrist.

3. With the short drift undetected fish are often

hooked with the flick of the wrist at the end 

of the drift.

4. Water is covered quickly and efficiently in a 

systematic pattern usually taking a step

upstream or across after each drift.

Vladi Trzebunia of Poland says 30% of strikes

are visual and 70% felt.  Jiri Klima, captain of

the Czech team says 70% are visual and 30% 

are felt.   Either way success depends on focus.

This technique requires 100% concentration –

“snooze ya lose”.  John Beaven, one of our

finest Canadian fly fisherman said, after

receiving instruction on Czech nymphing from

Jiri Klima, Captain of the very successful Czech

fly fishing team…”using my rod, my flies, on

the same water, with the same technique, Jiri

caught three fish to my one”.  Practice and

mileage is the key to perfection of this system.

Local knowledge with a bit of luck, of course,

never hurts.

Tom Irvine
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Tempting Tandems
Steve Wascher

At a very early age in my fly fishing journey, I was introduced to a fishing series of wet flies.  As a young

man, this approach was both easy to maser and at the same time productive.  It gave me an opportunity

to utilize a “Scientific Approach” and try various patterns to see what were the most productive on a

given stream during a given hatch.  Casting two or three flies on a discount store knotless tapered leader

with my 7.5 foot fiberglass South Bend rod paired with my grandfather’s Shakespeare automatic fly reel

put me in a league all of my own!

My approach was relatively simple, a size 12 G.R. Hare’s Ear was generally the lead fly. Next, irregardless

of the hatch or time of year, I would tie on a lighter colored fly, either a Light Cahill or a soft hackle.  If I

was so bold as to fish three flies, I would generally tie on an attraction pattern, and my first choice was

always a Royal Coachman.  This arrangement was how I would usually start off an evening of fishing,

and more time than not, I would just continue to swing those wet flies all evening long.

I never limited myself to just trout streams when applying my tandem rig.  My first multi-fish catch

came at a farm pond when I connected with not one, but three feisty bluegills.  This was a unique

experience for a 14 year old boy and it gave me the motivation to keep trying and experimenting with

different approaches.

Over the course of the years I utilized various approaches with two or more flies, most always in the

trout stream “arena”.  Dry flies, coupled with emergers, two nymphs or a Catskill style dry paired with a

midge, was the general offering.  These techniques, plus whatever the media offered or those ideas I

conjured up myself were the order of the day for my favorite streams.

My approach stayed pretty much the same for a good many years.  Approximately 12 years ago I started

to employ tandem rigs into my steelhead arsenal (where legal).  Additionally, my love for warm water

fly fishing was exploding.  Add to the equation my fly boxes were teaming with new patterns that hadn’t 

seen water, much less the inside of fish’s mouth!

When I used more than one fly, I enabled myself the opportunity to experiment with new patterns, while

at the same time fish a tried and true producer!  Over time, my success rate grew and at the same time I

learned a lot about presentation, fish behavior and the selectivity of fish.

My steelhead approach was simple and straightforward.  I utilized contrasting colors of egg patterns or

an egg pattern and a nymph/wet fly variation until I was dialed into what Mr. Chromehead wanted most!

On the other hand, the real fun began in the warm water spectrum.

By utilizing tandem rigs, I entered both the domains of

panfish and gamefish to include: bass, walleye, and pike.

By incorporating both floating and sinking lines into my

arsenal, I can generally find success throughout the year.

So the next time you’re on your favorite stream or

lake and you become a bit frustrated, don’t “tie one

on”, tie two on!  You double your odds of success and

open up a whole new door of angling opportunity! 
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Notes
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Join the Izaak Walton Flyfishing Club

The Club

The Izaak Walton Flyfishing Club is a public, non-profit group of men, women and youth

who enjoy flyfishing. The club was formed by 26 participants in February, 1971, to promote 

flyfishing and conservation of our aquatic resources. From novice to expert, flyfishers share

their experiences and learn from each other. IWFFC is an affiliate of the Federation of Fly

Fishers.

The club meets the first and third Tuesdays of each month, September through May, at the

Cawthra Community Centre, 1399 Cawthra Road, Mississauga (1/2 kilometre south of the

QEW). Visit us at: www.iwffc.ca

Objectives

Without clean water, there are no fish; without fish, there is no flyfishing. For this reason,

IWFFC extends its objectives beyond simply promoting the art and techniques of flyfishing.

• To promote and teach flyfishing as a sport and conservation method

• To encourage young people to take part in our programmes

• To expand club activities in the area of aquatic conservation

• To make representation to all areas of government on fishing and fish habitat concerns

• To provide a public service as an information centre for fishing concerns

Members Receive

Single Haul, the club newsletter, announces club activities, meetings and special events with

a variety of articles on techniques, tying, places to fish and conservation. About 8 to 10 issues

per year.

Double Haul, an annual magazine produced at the time of the Forum, with the latest

information on the arts and crafts of flyfishing and fly tying written by forum speakers and

other contributors.

An opportunity to promote clean waters, angling ethics and the preservation of our natural

resources.

Annual Membership Fees

• Family Membership -  $35

• Adult Membership -  $35

Please send your cheque or money order, with personal information*, to:

IZAAK WALTON FLYFISHING CLUB
2400 Dundas Street West, Unit 6, Suite 283

Mississauga, Ontario L5K 2R8
905-276-6345

* include name, address (with unit or apartment number and postal code), phone and email

www. iw f f c . c a


